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About This Game

Interplanetary is a turn-based strategic artillery game on a cosmic scale. Develop your home planet and use massive
barrages to wage war on a galactic battlefield.

It's an arms race with each planet developing increasingly powerful weapons. Gigantic railgun batteries are the backbone of any
interplanetary arsenal, but the cunning use of missiles and precision lasers may just hold the key to victory. Strategic build

patterns, upgrades and defense structures might keep your vital installations standing long enough to give you an edge, but it's
only a matter of time until all but one will fall.

Sometimes, your greatest foe is the planetary system itself! Don't let the unpredictable gravitational changes get the better of
you—observe your surroundings, use them to your advantage, and blast your enemies back to the Stone Age!

Key Features

●Challenge your friends in hotseat or online matches, or fight skirmishes against the AI.
●Build and manage your planet's infrastructure.

●Gather resources and decide the most efficient use for them.
●Research and develop increasingly futuristic technologies.

●Spy on your enemies to reveal the weak points of their infrastructure.
●Use your artillery constructions to aim across the planetary system, avoiding other celestial bodies and their gravity.

●Fire your railguns, missiles and beam weapons to annihilate the enemy and claim the planetary system for your civilization!
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Why So Enhanced?

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition, is a revised version of the original Interplanetary.
The no longer supported original is included in the Enhanced Edition for free, for the purposes of historical preservation and

(hopefully) flattering comparison.

The Enhanced Edition features include: Online AI Bots, Elliptic Orbits, Quick Targeting Mode, New Buildings, rebalancing and
general fixes and improvements across the board.
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Title: Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Team Jolly Roger
Publisher:
Team17 Digital Ltd
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: DualCore AMD/Intel 2.3 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD HD 7700 Series, 1 GB VRAM or Nvidia/Intel equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1024 MB available space

English,German,French,Russian
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Well, I must say I think it's a pretty decent game. Which is weird I wouldn't think I'd go for a game such as this but since seeing
the success of other small indie developers such as the team who made owlboy, I'd thought to myself that there must be tons of
other great games by small teams or single devs. IBeside the occasional freeze in frames and somewhat awkward ship
movement, the game runs damn smooth and feels very natural. One thing I liked especially was the ship v ship fights and while
I'm sure that this is a good bit into the future, I would like to see some form of pvp with other playes of inevitablility. Whetther
it's the dev intention or not for the game to be strictly pve, I personally would love the ability to take resources and compete with
other players for planets\/or even solar systems and have some sort of territory control or something I don't know. Besides that, I
can't really think of much and I'm excited to see what the dev has in the future for this game.. This game lets you drive a car
after doing 3 Joints,3 lines of Coke and taking 3 pills in Ibiza.
SO if you want a game to play that lets you do all 3 of the things above then this is for you.
JUST BUY IT ALREADY!!!. One car "F2004" and the 19,000 RPM screaming V10.. Cool puzzler with simple but sometime
innovative machanics. Did it with one playthrough and i am satisfied. Surely can recommend it!. Unless they have a sequal this
game is really a good game but the ending leaves much to be desired and I can't find a continuation of the game. It's a fun!1!. I
haven't played much, but the game is such in a catastrophic state that I wanted to give a feedback ASAP.

I have been waiting for a good tennis sim since Top Spin 4 does not allow playing online anymore. Tennis World Tour seemed
like the perfect new franchise, being done by several former contributors to the Top Spin series.
Unfortunately, the previews and reviews published in the press so far were all right, the game is released in an impossible to
enjoy state, even if you are a tennis fan.

A few incredibly painful issues:
 - Cannot set the resolution upper than 1600*900 in game, you need to tweak manually a config file
 - Player motion is laggy 100% of the time, that's awful for the eyes, even game motion is inconsistent
 - You can hit a ball 2 meters away from your racket
 - The game confounds buttons very oftenly. It takes a sprint press for an inside out, or a flat shot for a slice etc

Just get your Xbox 360 or PS3 out of the garage and play Top Spin 4 for now. Maybe Tennis World Tour will be acceptable in
2021.
Or if you are courageous, purchase Tennis Elbow or Full Ace Tennis. They are playable but far away from a AA, or even a A,
finish quality.. Length of Time Played: ~300 Hours (On and Off Steam)
Distance Played: Beaten the Game on Ironman Mode
Personal Grade: A+ (5th Favorite Game of All Time)

Opinion of Each Aspect

Grading System - Outstanding, Excellent, Good, Acceptable, Poor, Horrendous, Abysmal

Gameplay: Outstanding
Stability: Excellent
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Story: Outstanding
Controls: Excellent
Graphics: Excellent
Music: Outstanding
Sounds: Outstanding
Difficulty: Excellent

Notes: + (Positives), = (Small Gripes), - (Negatives)

+ Expansive world to explore
+ Vast array of characters to play as
+ Customization like crazy
+ Enthralling storyline that continues from Wizardry 7
+ Engaging combat
+ Plenty of NPCs to talk to

= The difficulty can be a tad unforgiving at times
= Movement is slippery when running
= Combat can be a tad slow when fighting large groups of enemies. You tease a skin at the end of the comic i was looking
forward to unlocking. Can you please put that maned wolf skin in? You dreamed it up and my nerdy self picks the weirder skins
for animals that don't seem real but totally are, like the goat skin with the saber teeth. I was kinda heartbroken when all I got was
grey wolf, black wolf, blonde wolf, and white wolf.
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Nobody one like this game. But i liked it! Better than MS Panit :). I really enjoyed this game :D Fun and short. Also, the AI is
smart enough to play the game, but not to the point of cheating hard. There's also an easier setting if it's a little challenging for
you. Overall, a great game! Still looking for non-local multiplayer though :P. I remember when this flash game was free off of
Pixel Jam's website and I played the crap out of it in 9th grade. So I thought it was cool that they were revisiting this classic and
bought it.

But it turned out to be essentially the same thing but with diagonal shooting. Nothing is different about it, at all, aside from that.
According to Gamma Bros' steam page it's been out for nearly two years now in this state, so I can't be confident that anything is
going to change for a considerable amount of time.

For that reason I wouldn't reccomend spending money on this (a game that used to be free) until the price goes down or it's on
sale or they actually update it... (which they probably won't). I'm a 35 year old man. I still chuckle at this stuff. Sound effects are
hilarious (not just the fart ones either, the people's reactions are pretty funny too). Worth a buck or less for 20 min (or more?)
of immature amusement.. finally a butterfly knife for only 5 bucks. I first tinkered around with the demo and liked what it did
with the character, there is a scene where you get to select equipment and also clothing and amusingly the choice of clothing
does matter, so bought the game. The narrative is a kind of detective story in a fantasy setting and it also caters to LBQT, if you
want it to, which is nice. You can import your save from this game into Sordwin : The Evertree Saga and it has an interesting
effect on the subsequent narrative. I look forwards to the third sequel in this setting.. horse can withstand up to 10 arrows and
still not die

dies after a 3 feet drop. I first saw stuff about this game over a year ago, I think, I don't remember, it's been awhile and I was
intrigued. Mostly because the main character was a fox, but it also looked fun. I don't usually play platformer games often, so
it's not a genre I'm too familiar but I think this game is pretty fun from what I've played.

The controls are good, movement feels a little slow but it's not frustratingly slow. I love the pixel art and the music. There does
seem to be a lot of back tracking once you get more abilities, but I'm alright with that.

I'm excited to play this game more, first impressions are good so far!

Also to people not sure how to exit the game on PC, once you quit to the main menu you have to hit the esc key and it will close
the game. Not obvious, probably something they should patch in, like a quit button.

Team17 - 100th Game Celebration:
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With the release of PLANET ALPHA on 4th September 2018, Team17 will have released 100 games! This landmark includes
games developed and/or published here at Team17, ranging from our early Amiga days with the likes of Alien Breed, Body
Blows and Project X, through the explosion in popularity of the Worms series, our work-for-hire period on franchises like
Lemmings and Leisure Suit Larry right through to the modern age and our indie games label featuring The Escapists,
Overcooked and Yooka-Laylee!

https://youtu.be/CfGBMGPl_5s

Our celebration begins today with the retrospective video above, as well as a new trailer for PLANET ALPHA, available to pre-
order now with a 10% discount!

There's more to come too! Keep an eye on Team17's Facebook[www.facebook.com] and Twitter channels for more activities
throughout the year, including behind-the-scenes retropspectives, competitions and fun with friends!

What's your favourite Team17 game of all time? Why not join us in the official Team17 Discord[discord.gg] server and let us
know?. Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Patch 1.55.2090:
Jolly Friday to you, everyone! We've just put out a patch with a few fixes. See the full changelog below.

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update 1.55.2090 - December 14th, 2018. Every Team17 game discounted in the Steam
Summer Sale!:
It’s that time of year again… The Steam Summer Sale!
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This time, every single Team17 game has been discounted by up to 90%! That includes fan favourites like Overcooked, The
Escapists 2 and Worms W.M.D! It includes Early Access mega hit My Time At Portia! And it even includes our most recent
releases, RAGING JUSTICE and Yoku’s Island Express!

For the full list of games and their discounts, make sure to head to our brand new Steam Creator Page where you can also find
some handy lists to help you decide which Team17 game is for you!
. Join Team Jolly Roger's Official Discord Server:
Hey, Interplanetarists!

This week we've launched the official Team Jolly Roger Discord server which has dedicated chats for all of our games,
including Interplanetary!

Join the server to follow updates or find other interplanetarists to play with: https://discord.gg/fQTR8Ps

Have a nice weekend, everyone!. Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update 1.54.2060 - GDPR:
Due to the European Union GDPR regulations, Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition now offers the option to opt-out of all
analytics data collection done by the game. You can opt-out and view your data from the link in the Options menu.

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition collects non-personally identifiable gameplay data to help improve the gameplay experience.

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update 1.54.2060 - May 25th, 2018. Interplanetary Update 1.54.2030 - Repair All and
Status Update:
Just a little patch to bring on the holiday cheer! Nothing massive, but the hero of this update is the much-requested "Repair
All"-feature.

It's something we've wanted to implement for a long time, but it was always tacked on alongside other similar features that were
somewhat costly to develop. But, since Christmas is approaching, we thought what the heck, let's just make a simple, separate
version of it for all to enjoy. Hope you'll like it!

In other news, we're now going full steam ahead with our new project, Worbital, approaching the first playable version. As for
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the future Interplanetary updates, we still have some things on our internal wishlist that we'd like to get into the game. With
Worbital now taking the bulk of our development time, it's hard to make concrete promises or solid timelines, but whenever we
get the chance to pull some resources into Interplanetary updates, we will gladly do so. Not ready to call it quits yet! Keep the
feedback coming, we'll do what we can, when we can!

Happy Holidays from TJR!

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update 1.54.2030 - December 19th, 2017. Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update
1.55.2083 - Improved Performance and Discord Integration:
In the midst of heavy Worbital development, we’ve managed to set aside some time for an Interplanetary update, consisting of a
few game fixes. The main point of this update is improving the overall performance of the game.

Another noticeable new thing, as the title states, is the Discord integration. Now you can invite people to play Interplanetary
with you through Discord.

See the full changelog:

Interplanetary: Enhanced Edition Update 1.55.2083 - December 4th, 2018
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